Abstract.
Introduction.
N DATA mining and classification problems one should I use the simplest description of the data that is possible without compromising accuracy. Description of the data using crisp logical rules should be attempted first, and only if it is not satisfactory -because of the low classification accuracy or because the number of logical rules becomes too large -fuzzy rules may be used, followed by other, more sophisticated tools, such as neural networks. There is no reason why a simple model based on logical rules should always work, but in cases when it does it is certainly worth using. In many medical applications simple crisp logical rules proved to be more accurate and were able to generalize better than many machine and neural learning algorithms [l], [2] . As we will show in this paper crisp rules may be converted to a specific form of fuzzy rules and optimized using gradient procedure, providing higher accuracy without significant increase of the complexity of the classification system. Extraction of logical rules from data may be done using statistical, pattern recognition and machine learning methods, as well as neural network methods [3] . Recently we have presented a complete methodology for extraction, optimization and application of logical rules [2] , [4]. The last two steps are 0-7803-5529-6/99/$10.00 01999 IEEE largely neglected in the literature, with current emphasis being still on the extraction methods. previously we have used global minimization methods for optimization of linguistic variables for real-valued attributes. Although such method work well they are computationally quite expensive. Estimation of reliability of sets of logical rules has been done by exploiting accuracy/rejection tradeoff [2] . Hierarchical sets of rules are created, starting from rules that are very reliable but reject many cases (leaving them as unclassified) to rules that classify all data but are less reliable. Extraction of sets of rules may be tedious. For a given case crisp logical rules always assign only a single class (with probability for each class equal to 0 or l), even in cases when other classifiers would report similar probability for two or more classes.
All these drawbacks are overcomed in this paper. Assuming that the input vectors are obtained from measurements performed with finite precision one can calculate probabilities for rule-based or any other classifier by Monte Carlo procedure, repeating calculations for input vectors sampled around the measured values. Assuming Gaussian uncertainties allows to derive analytical formulas for classification probabilities. Minimization of error function for soft probabilities may be done using efficient gradient procedures allowing to optimize linguistic variables for very large sets of rules. The ease of interpretation -the main reason to use crisp logical rules -is not sacrificed since the rules are still crisp, only the inputs are Gaussian fuzzy vectors. Such approach is equivalent to the use of fuzzy rules with "soft trapezoid" membership functions applied to crisp input vectors. One additional parameter, percent of input uncertainty for each (standardized) attribute, frequently brings significant improvements and may be treated as an adaptive parameter, obtained from minimization of error. Of course one may use more parameters: a separate uncertainty for each attribute, different uncertainties in different regions of the inputs space (covered by different logical rules).
In the next section OUT methodology of logical rule extraction is briefly described. In the third section optimization methods of the sets of rules are discussed. Results on benchmark and real-world datasets are presented in the fourth section and in the last section conclusions are given.
Neural rule extraction methodology
EURALmethodology of crisp logical rule extraction N developed by our group has been described in a series of papers [l] Although C-MLP2LN algorithm works very well (especially with optimization of final rules described below) in complex cases FSM network with rectangular functions (or soft rectangular functions that are changed into rectangular during training) is frequently simpler to use. FSM uses good clusterization procedures (based on dendrograms or decision trees) for initialization, frequently obtaining quite good results without any training [7] , [8] . After training nodes that cover only a few training vectors are removed and nodes that cover many training vectors are optimized. The node covering the largest number of vectors, assigned to class Ci, is selected (this node corresponds to the most general logical rule); choosing feature k = 1 . . . n activity of this node is checked using the remaining n -1 inputs (this is possible because transfer functions used by FSM network are separable). The interval [bk, b;] for the selected node is adjusted to cover all Ci class vectors that aCtiVate it. The Value bk (b;) is set between the lowest (highest) value of the X k belonging to the training vectors of the C: class covered by this node and the Xk value of the nearest vector from another class. Those features that cover the whole data range are deleted, and for the remaining features further selection is done by checking the number of errors on vectors belonging to classes other than the class assigned to a given node. This procedure is repeated for all network nodes.
Optimization of rules
OGICALrules obtained from analysis of neural net-L works may involve spurious conditions, more specific rules may be contained in general rules or logical expressions may be simplified if written in another form. We use a Prolog program for the simplification step. An iterative optimization process is used: neural networks are initialized randomly, trained, linguistic inputs are analyzed, logical rules extracted, intervals defining linguistic variables optimized using sets of rules (see below), and the whole process repeated until convergence is achieved. Usually two or three iterations are sufficient.
Optimization of the intervals for linguistic variables at the network level is followed by maximization of the predictive power of the rule-based classifier. Let P(Ci,CjlM) be the confusion matrix, i.e. the number of instances in which class Cj is predicted when the true class was Ci, given the model M. Then for n samples P(Cj,CjlM) = P(Cj,CjlM)/n is the probability of (mis) and explore the accuracy/rejection tradeoff. If y is large the number of errors after minimization may become zero but some instances may be rejected (i.e. rules will not cover the whole input space). Minimization of the cost function for each rule Rseparately over parameters used only in this rule is cheaper and frequently works as well as minimization of parameters for all rules simultaneously. As a result several sets of rules R(&) with increasing reliability and increasing rejection rate are obtained, i.e. covering smaller areas of the input space in which vectors from a single class dominate. In practical applications this is quite useful, since some classifications may be done with high degree of certainty, while the classification probability of those cases that fall in the region covered by less reliable set of rules and are rejected by the R(') set may be estimated by looking at all training vectors that belong to the same category.
Although we have obtained very good results using this method [2] it has some drawbacks. First, global minimization techniques (simulated annealing and shuffled multisimplex method) to minimize the number of classification errors since for the crisp logical rules all probabilities are 0 or 1. Second, logical rules may be brittle since the intervals are not placed in an optimal position from generalization point of view. Neural systems have good generalization properties because they are wide margin classifiers. Their decision borders are obtained from the mean square error optimization of smooth function that extends over larger neighborhood contributing to the error. This allows for three important improvements: the use of inexpensive gradient method instead of global minimization, more robust rules with wider classification margins, and probabilistic estimation of confidence. To overcome the brittleness problem we have proposed [2] to add an input noise to the training data, optimize intervals using crossvalidation or search for the middle of the range of the interval values for which the number of classification errors does not change. Using the soft trapezoid form of rules in FSM or MLP2LN network leads to a specific form of fuzzy rules, but optimization of all parameters is difficult.
The method presented below is simpler and may be used for large sets of logical rules produced by any method.
Input values result usually from observations which are not quite accurate, therefore instead of the attribute value x a Gaussian distribution G, = G(y;x, s , ) centered aroundx with dispersion s , should be given. This distribution may be treated as a membership function of a fuzzy number G , . A Monte Carlo procedure may be performed sampling vectors from Gaussian distributions defined for all attributes to compute probabilities p(Ci1X). Analytical evaluation is based on the cumulative distribution function:
where erf is the error function and P = 2.4/&, makes the erf function similar to the standard unipolar sigmoidal function with the accuracy better than 2%. A rule Ra(x) with single crisp condition x 2 a is fulfilled by a Gaussian number G, with probability:
Taking instead of the erf function a sigmoidal function changes assumption about the error distribution of x from Gaussian to a(x)(l -o(x)), approximating Gaussian with s2 = 1.7 within 3.5%. If the rule involves closed interval
, a I b the probability that it is fulfilled by a sample from the Gaussian distribution representing the data is:
Thus the probability that a given condition is fulfilled is proportional to the value of soft trapezoid function realized by Lunit. Crisp logical rules with assumption that data has been measured with finite precision lead to soft Lfunctions that allow to compute classification probabilities that are no longer binary. In this way we may either fuzzify the crisp logical rules or obtain fuzzy rules directly from neural networks.
It is easy to calculate probabilities for single rule conditions of the formx < a, x > U orx E (u,b):
Notice that this interpretation does not differentiate inequalities 5 and < so to obtain reasonable probabilities rules with borders such that 5 may be replaced by < without loss of accuracy are required.
The probability that x belongs to a rule R = rl A . . . A rN may be defined as the product of the probabilities of x E for i = 1,. . . ,N. Such definition assumes that all the attributes which occur in rule R are mutually independent, which is usually not the case. However, if the rule generator produces as simple rules as possible there should be no pairs of strongly dependent attributes in a single rule. Therefore the product should be very close to real probability. Obviously the rule may not contain more than one premise per one attribute, but it is easy to convert the rules appropriately if they do not satisfy this condition.
Another problem occurs when probability of x belonging to a class described by more than one rule is estimated. Rules usually overlap because they use only a subset of all attributes and their conditions do not exclude each other. Summing and normalizing probabilities obtained for differ-
ent classes may give results quite different from real Monte
Carlo probabilities. To avoid this problem probabilities are calculated as:
is the set of the classification rules for class C and
R€2$
where IRI is the number of elements in R. 
A. NASA Shuttle
The Shuttle dataset from NASA contains 9 continuos numerical attributes related to the positions of radiators in the Space Shuttle. There are 43500 training vectors and 14500 test vectors, divided into 7 classes in a very uneven way: about 80% from class 1 and only 6 examples from class 6 in the training set. This data has been used in the Stalog project [15] , therefore accuracy of our rules may be compared with many other classification systems ( Table 2) . 
The set of 15 rules makes only 3 errors on the training set (99.99% accuracy), leaving 8 vectors unclassified, and no errors on the test set but leaving 9 vectors unclassified (0.06%).
After fuzzification of inputs only 3 errors and 5 unclassified vectors are obtained for the training and 3 vectors are unclassified and 1 error is made (although with probability of correct class close to 50%) for the test set. These results are much better than those obtained from the MLP or RBF networks (as reported in the Stalog project [ 151) and comparable with the results of the best decision trees which work very well for this problem. It is interesting to note that in the Stalog project the NewID tree (descendant of the ID3 tree), which gave the best results here, has not been among the first 3 best methods for any other of the 22 datasets analyzed.
Results of the C4.5 decision tree are already significantly worse. Our rule extraction approach has consistently been giving top results (cf. Table 1 ). Logical rules provide highly accurate and quite simple description of Shuttle dataset.
B. Psychometric data
Our rule extraction methods were applied to a real-world data mining task, providing logical description of the psychometric data collected in the Academic Psychological Clinic of Nicholas Copernicus University and in several psychiatric hospitals around Poland. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI) test was used. The final two databases analyzed had over lo00 cases each. Standard evaluation of such data is based on aggregation of answers into 14 coefficients, called "psychometric scales". These coefficients are often displayed as a histogram (called "a psychogram") allowing skilled psychologists to diagnose specific problems, such as neurosis, drug addiction or criminal tendencies. Our goal was to provide an automatic psychological diagnosis.
Psychologists require a rule based system because a detailed interpretation of the test, including description of personality type, should be assigned to each diagnosis. Our datasets contained up to 34 classes (normal, neurotic, drug addicts, schizophrenic, psychopaths, organic problems, malingerers etc.), determined by experts skilled in psychometric tests (it is hard to evaluate the accuracy of their evaluation). Our initial logical rules achieved about 93% accuracy on the whole set, increasing to over 95%-97% (depending on the dataset used) after some optimization and fuzzification. Assumption of the finite accuracy (about 1-5 units) of the procedure used for calculation of the values of each scale proved to be very helpful, allowing for classification of vectors which were rejected by the crisp rules. On average 2.5 logical rules per class were derived (a total of 50-60 rules), involving between 2 and 9 attributes (out of 14). For most classes there were only a few errors and it is quite probable that they are due to the incorrect interpretation of psychograms by psychologists.
Symptoms of organic problems and of schizophrenia are easily confused with symptoms belonging to other classes and most errors were indeed in these two classes. A typical rule has conditions referring to the values of scales, for example:
and therefore may easily be interpreted in a verbal way.
Each rule has detailed interpretation associated with it by psychologists. Fuzzification leads to additional adjectives in verbal interpretation, like "strong tendencies", or "typical". An expert system using these rules should be evaluated by clinical psychologist in the near future.
Conclusions
PTlMIZATION of crisp logical rules derived from neu-0 ral methods leads to sets of simple and highly accurate rules. Neural approaches to extraction of logical rules from data frequently ignore the issues related to optimization and application of rules [3]. We have used optimization of linguistic variables and logical rules both at the level of network optimization and maximization of the predictive power of sets of rules. For Gaussian distribution of measurement errors estimation of classification probability using Monte Carlo procedure may be replaced by analytical calculation, leading to "soft trapezoid" fuzzification of the crisp membership functions and providing a small number of additional adaptive parameters. Sets of crisp logical rules may then be used to calculate probabilities (instead of giving a binary 0, 1 answers), making also classification of the rejected vectors possible.
Simplest logical description for several benchmark problems was obtained (' Table 1 ). Recent improvements of our rule extraction and optimization methodology include better linguistic unit construction, optimization of predictive power of rules, direct optimization of FSM nodes, soft evaluation of probabilities and optimization of Gaussian uncertainties. These improvements allowed us to find simple rules for datasets that could not be analyzed earlier, such as diabetes [14] , significantly higher accuracy for such complex databases as NASA Shuttle, or applications to difficult, real life psychometric data analysis. Since simplest data description is frequently the most useful one should always try to extract crisp logical rules. One reason for good performance of the rule-based systems is due to the excellent control of complexity of these classifiers. Overfitting of the data manifests with a large number of logical rules that cover only a few cases. Looking at the number of cases each rule handles an optimal number of parameters is easily determined. In our tests logical rules proved to be highly accurate; second, they are easily understandable by experts in a given domain; third, they may expose problems with the data itself. However, if the number of rules is too high or the accuracy of classification is too low, other methods should be attempted, such as fuzzy or neural classifiers. Finding a global optimum of the error function for these more sophisticated classification systems is usually more difficult than for the set of rules, and if soft transfer or membership functions are used this optimum may be different from optimal classification error.
